
 

Stealth Assassin Wallet V1.1 by Peter Nardi and Marc
Spelmann

Effect

When Peter Nardi created the Mind Spy and Stealth he had a very special wallet
made for himself. Peter has used this wallet for the past 3 years, and to this day
only one other person has had the pleasure of owning and working with the
incredible wallet. 

This is Peter Nardi's updated version of the best selling Stealth Assassin. 

The Stealth Assassin V1.1 has all the great features of the original but now with
an extra pocket on the SUC side of the wallet and the magnets are now stitched
in place! 

Please note the original Stealth Assassin is no longer in production the new
V1.1 is now the standard. 

Do no be fooled by cheap imitations! The Stealth Assassin is the wallet of
choice for many of the worlds top mentalists! 

Manufactured in high quality leather with a great attention to detail, the Assassin
takes all the greatest elements from its predecessors and combines them to
create something new and powerful! 

This is truly the utility device for the mentalist. Carry the Assassin with you, and
you will have a complete mentalism act in your pocket! 

The Stealth Assassin Wallet V1.1 is a 2-way peek wallet (including the SUC
peek with permission from Mark Strivings). The effects one can perform with the
Assassin are virtually unlimited. Among them are: 

-Predict a driver's license number. 
-Predict a birthday. 
-Predict a credit card number. 
-Have a spectator write or draw anything on the back of a business card. The
mentalist can then read the spectator's mind and tell them what is on the
business card, or the mentalist can choose to simply redraw what the spectator
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has drawn. 

Comes complete with wallet and 2 instructional DVDs featuring Peter Nardi and
Marc Spelmann. The DVDs include full routines, handling, timing tips, and bonus
effects and ideas! 

Disc 1 Running Time Approximately 54min 

Disc 2 Running Time Approximately 1hr 9min
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